TIPS FOR WEB STORE 10% SINGLE BOTTLE RESTRICTION
WCC CONTACT INFORMATION
Phone: 604‐775‐0681 or toll‐free at 1‐888‐775‐0681
Email: wholesalehelp@bcldb.com

10% SINGLE BOTTLE RESTRICTION
When checking out your order, you may find a warning that you have exceeded your bottle
quantities allowance.
Please ensure your location orders in full case quantities as often as possible and maintains a
maximum of 10% or less of the total cases ordered within your order period*, in single bottle units.
*Your order period is the period between your Warehouse Release Time (WRT) each week. For
example, if you receive a delivery once per week and your WRT is Wednesday at 12:00 p.m., your
order period is from Wednesday at 12:00pm until your next scheduled WRT, the next week, at
Wednesday at 12:00 p.m.
Please note, customers who receive multiple deliveries per week have more than one WRT per
week and customers who receive a delivery once every two weeks will have a greater time span
between their scheduled WRT’s.

WARNING
EXCEEDED
SINGLE BOTTLE
ALLOWANCE

Please view the following page to determine how to calculate the 10% single bottle rule.

HOW TO CALCULATE 10% SINGLE BOTTLES
The 10% is calculated based on the table shown below using an example of 12 bottles per case. On
page four, you will find an explanation on how to adjust your order.
Case Count Calculation
Total Cases
(Current Order Period)
Total Number of Bottle Pick Cases

Case Count Example
100 Cases
10 Bottle Pick Cases

CALCULATION
HOW TO
CALCULATE 10%
SINGLE BOTTLES

Multiplication
Factor

Result

x 10%

Total Number of Bottle Pick Cases

x 12 bottles
per case

Total Number of Bottles Allowed Per
Order Period

Multiplication
Factor
x 10%
x 12 bottles
per case

Result
You can have 10 bottle pick cases
You can have 120 bottles allowed for the
order period

To arrive at the calculations listed above, you will need to know how many cases you have already
ordered for your current order period (see the definition of order period on page one) and then
determine how many bottles you are allowed.
1. Gather your Order Submission Report(s) for orders placed during your current order period.
2. Using these reports, locate the ‘LDB Stocked Product Expected for Delivery’ and the ‘Third
Party Warehouse Stocked Product on Order’ sections.
3. Add the case totals from each of these sections to determine the total number of cases you
have accumulated within your current order period.
4. Next, please add the total cases you are ordering right now to the figure you have
accumulated so far during your current order period.
5. Then, follow the 10% calculation as defined above.
6. The answer will be an approximate total bottle count accumulated during your current
order period.
7. From this number, if you have ordered single bottles on other orders during your current
order period, you will need to subtract the number of single bottles ordered during this
time from the single bottles you are ordering now. These amounts can be also found on
your Order Submission Report under the ‘LDB Stocked Product Expected for Delivery’
section. Only use quantities where the UOM is defined as bottles and the total bottles
ordered is not a multiple of the case configuration (for example, if you order 24 btls, and
the case configuration is 12 x 750ml).
8. The final answer will result in the total number of bottles you are able to order.

SAMPLE ORDER SUBMISSION REPORT
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HOW TO ADJUST YOUR ORDER
Please make adjustments to your order to ensure your order is within the 10% single bottle
allowance. To do this, select one of these actions:
1) As illustrated below, increase your bottle picks to full cases and change the quantity to
match the pack size and click recalculate.

ACTION
2) If you decide not to revise a selection of your bottle picks order to full cases, instead,
remove bottle picks from your order using the remove button on the right hand side of your
screen. View the illustration below.

Once you’ve reduced your bottle picks to within 10% of your full cases, click Checkout. If you are still
above 10%, you will be required to further reduce your bottle picks.

